
LEXI
Bye.

Lexi starts walking away and Zach starts driving slowly 
watching her walk.

ZACH
I hate to see you go, but I love to 
watch you leave.

Lexi laughs and Zach drives of.

CUT TO:
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Diego is working behind the counter and Maria walks in.

DIEGO
Wow this can’t be good.

MARIA
Why do you say that? I dressed in 
my normal clothes.

DIEGO
We will see about that. What brings 
you here today.

MARIA
I wanted to know if we are hanging 
out tonight?

Diego walks from behind the counter.

DIEGO
What do you have in mind?

MARIA
Maybe some dinner and a movie at my 
place, but first I have to check in 
on Vanessa to see how she is.

DIEGO
That happened fast. You know I 
wouldn’t of let that happen.

MARIA
Don’t worry about it Vanessa and I 
will get even you know we always 
do. 
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DIEGO
I know you do. Me and Zach have are 
going to get it on for once and for 
all.

Maria gets closer to Diego and rubs his face.

MARIA
So baby if you come over tonight I 
will take real good care of you.

DIEGO
I knew it here we go. What is it 
you want or need me to do for you.

Maria starts kissing Diego a couple times.

MARIA
There is a dress at the mall I 
really liked.

DIEGO
How much is it?

MARIA
It’s only $100 dollars.

DIEGO
$100 dollars girl you need a job 
baby-sitting or something.

Diego starts to walk away and Maria grabs him.

MARIA
I’ll take real good care of you.

She kisses him as Jake walks by. Jake looks at them and Diego 
sees him while still kissing.

JAKE
The girls never looked that good 
when I went to school damn.

Maria stops kissing. Maria starts walking away.

DIEGO
You promise right.

Maria turns around and smiles at him and keeps walking.
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